In this paper, we obtain bounds on the number of parity check digits for Lee weight codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1, errors of Lee weight 2 or less, errors of Lee weight 3 or less and errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime) respectively. We also examine these bounds with equality to check for perfect codes and have shown the existence of perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z 5 and perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z 13 . We have also shown the nonexistence of perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z q when q = 4n + 3 (q prime) and correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less and errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (5 q 97, a prime). We further conjecture that there does not exist a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight t or less (t 3) over Z q (q 5, a prime).
Introduction
The question of the existence of perfect codes has been a matter of much research activity for many years. The investigations have been done with a view to have perfect codes for random error correction. The only known Hamming metric perfect codes in addition to the well-known class of single error correcting Hamming codes [4] and the binary repetition codes are Golay's (23, 12, 7) binary code and his (11, 6, 5) ternary code [2] . After a great deal of efforts, it has finally been proved by Tietavainen [11] and van Lint [12] that there are no perfect Hamming metric codes over prime power alphabet other than the above mentioned codes.
A generalized distance introduced by Lee [5] is more suitable for phase modulation [1] , as it takes into account the magnitude of the changes. In this paper, we consider the existence/nonexistence of some perfect codes with respect to Lee weight. In what follows, we consider the following: Let Z q be the ring of integers modulo q. Let V n q be the set of all n-(tuples) over Z q . Then V n q is a module over Z q . Let V be a submodule of the module V n q over Z q . For q prime, Z q becomes a field and correspondingly V n q and V become the vector space and subspace respectively over the field Z q . Also, we define modular value |a| of an element a ∈ Z q by |a| = a if 0 a q/2, q − a if q/2 < a q − 1, and then for a given vector u = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ), a i ∈ Z q , the Lee Observation. Over Z 2 and Z 3 , Lee weight (distance) coincides with Hamming weight (distance) and over Z q (q > 3), we have Lee weight (distance) Hamming weight (distance). Definition 1.1. An (n, k) linear code is said to be perfect if for a given positive integer t, the code corrects all errors of weight t or less and no error of weight greater than t. For a perfect code correcting errors of weight t or less, number of vectors of weight t or less including the vector of all zeros is equal to the number of available cosets.
Note. Since over Z 2 and Z 3 , Hamming weight is same as Lee weight, so we shall consider q 5 ( a prime number).
In Section 2, we obtain an upper bound on the number of parity check digits for linear Lee weight codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z q (q 5, a prime) and examine the bound with equality for the existence of perfect codes and give an example of a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z 5 . In the third, fourth and fifth section of this paper, we make a similar study for linear Lee weight codes correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less, errors of Lee weight 3 or less and errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime) respectively. In the sixth section of this paper, we propose an open problem.
Perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1
We first obtain an upper bound on the number of parity check digits for linear Lee weight codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z q (q 5, a prime). Since all these vectors must belong to distinct cosets of the standard array and we have q n−k cosets in all, therefore, we must have
Hence the proof.
To look into the values of various parameters for which the bound is tight, we must consider the inequality (1) with equality viz.
Let us take q = 5 in (2), we get
We now examine the values of n and k satisfying Eq. (3) . Various values of n and k satisfying (3) are
These values show the possibility of the existence of (2, 1), (12, 10) , (62, 59), . . . perfect codes over Z 5 correcting all error patterns of Lee weight 1 and no others.
In the following, we give an example of a (12, 10) 5-ary perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight 1. The code which is the null space of H can correct all errors of Lee weight 1 over Z 5 and no others. In Table 1 , we list all the error vectors of Lee weight 1 and their corresponding syndromes over Z 5 which can be seen to be distinct altogether and exhaustive.
We observe the following for the above (12, 10) linear code over Z 5 :
# of errors of Lee weight 1 including the vector of all zeros = 25.
Also,
Therefore, (12, 10) code is a perfect code over Z 5 correcting errors of Lee weight 1.
Remark 1.
We have investigated solutions of Eq. (2) for q = 5. We have been able to obtain a perfect code for one of the solutions. One can similarly work out the existence of perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z 7 , Z 11 , Z 13 , . . . by taking q = 7, 11, 13, . . . in Eq. (2) and finding the solutions for n and k.
Perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less
The upper bound on the number of parity check digits for a linear Lee weight code correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime) is given by: 
Proof. We first enumerate error vectors of Lee weight 2 or less.
# of error vectors of Lee weight 1 over Z q (q 5, a prime) = 2n.
Error vectors of Lee weight 2 over Z q (q 5, a prime) can be of following two types:
(i) Those vectors which have only one nonzero component and the nonzero component could be either 2 or −2(= q − 2).
# of such vectors
(ii) Those vectors which have two nonzero components and the nonzero components could be either 1 or −1(= q − 1).
Therefore, # of error vector of Lee weight 2 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime)
Thus, # of error vectors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime)
including the vector of all zero = 2n 2 + 2n + 1.
Therefore, in order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 2 or less, the code must satisfy
(i) Consider the inequality (4) with equality viz.
Take q = 5 in Eq. (5), we get
The only integral solutions of Eq. (6) for n and k are:
There is no other integral solution of Eq. (6) other than the above mentioned solutions. Solution viz. n = 1, k = 0 is not feasible as n 2 and k > 0. So, we have only one choice viz. n = 3, k = 1. But corresponding to this solution, there does not exist a perfect code.
(ii) Again, consider Eq. (5) for q = 7, we have
This equation has no positive integral solution for n and k and thus no perfect code exist in this case.
(iii) Take q = 11 in (5), we get,
which is again a case of no positive integer solution and hence of no perfect code in this case.
(iv) Take q = 13 in Eq. (5), we get
The values of n and k satisfying above equation are
These values show the possibility of the existence of (2, 1), (119, 115), . . . perfect codes over Z 13 correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less.
In the following, we give an example of a (2, 1) perfect code over Z 13 correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less.
Example 2. Consider the parity check matrix for (2, 1) perfect code over Z 13 :
The code which is the null space of H can correct all errors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z 13 and no others. In Table 2 we list all the error vectors of Lee weight 2 or less and their corresponding syndromes over Z 13 which can be seen to distinct altogether and exhaustive.
We observe the following for the above (2, 1) linear code over Z 13 :
# of error vectors of Lee weight 2 or less including the vector of all zeros = 13. Also, # of available cosets = 13 n−k = 13 1 = 13.
Therefore, (2, 1) code is a perfect code over Z 13 correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less. Table 2 Error patterns of Lee weight 2 or less over Z 13 and their corresponding syndromes Error pattern Syndrome 0 12 
Perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less
We first obtain the bound for codes correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less over Z 5 and then over Z q (q 7, a prime).
Theorem 3. An (n, k) linear code over Z 5 that corrects all errors of Lee weight 3 or less must satisfy
Proof. We enumerate error vectors of Lee weight 3 or less over Z 5 .
# of error vectors of Lee weight 1 = 2n.
# of error vectors of Lee weight 2
Error vectors of Lee weight 3 over Z 5 can be of following two types:
(i) Those vectors which have two nonzero components and the nonzero components could be 1, −1, 2, −2 such that the sum of Lee weights of those two nonzero components is 3.
# of such vectors
(ii) Those vectors which have three nonzero components and the nonzero components could be either 1 or −1.
Therefore, # of error vectors of Lee weight 3 or less over Z 5 including the vector of all zeros
In order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 3 or less over Z 5 , the code must satisfy
Thus, we have
Hence the theorem.
Theorem 4. An (n, k) linear code over Z q (q 7, a prime) that corrects all errors of Lee weight 3 or less must satisfy
Proof. # of error vectors of Lee weight 1 over Z q (q 7, a prime) = 2n.
# of error vectors of Lee weight 2 over Z q (q 7, a prime)
Error vectors of Lee weight 3 over Z q (q 7, a prime) can be of following three types:
(i) The first type is same as in Theorem 3.
# of such vectors
(ii) The second type is again same as in Theorem 3.
(iii) The third type of vectors can be those vectors which have only one nonzero component and the nonzero component could be either 3 or −3(= q − 3).
Therefore, # of error vectors of Lee weight 3 or less over Z q (q 7, a prime)
including the vector of all zeros
Also, # of available cosets = q n−k (q 7, a prime).
In order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 3 or less over Z q (q 7, a prime), the code must satisfy
To look into the values of various parameters for which the bound is tight, we consider the inequalities (7) and (8) with equality viz.
and 3(q n−k − 1) = 2n(2n 2 + 3n + 4) (q 7, a prime).
There is no positive integral solution of Eq. (9) for n and k (n 3). Thus, there does not exist a perfect code over Z 5 correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less.
We now examine the solutions of Eq. (10) for different values of q (q 7, a prime). (10) again has no positive integral solutions for n and k and hence no perfect code exists in these cases.
Remark 3.
We have investigated positive integral solutions of equations (10) 97 . We further raise a conjecture that there does not exist a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime).
Perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 4 or less
In this section, we obtain bound on the number of parity check digits for an (n, k) linear code correcting all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less over Z 5 , Z 7 and over Z q (q 11, a prime) respectively and then we investigate the existence of corresponding perfect codes.
The first theorem in this sequence is:
Theorem 5. An (n, k) linear code over Z 5 that corrects all errors of Lee weight 4 or less must satisfy
Proof. We first enumerate error vectors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z 5 .
# of error vectors of Lee weight 1 over Z 5 = 2n.
# of error vectors of Lee weight 2 over
# of error vectors of Lee weight 3 over
Error vectors of Lee weight 4 over Z 5 can be of following three types:
(i) Those vectors which have four nonzero components and the nonzero components could be either 1 or −1(= q − 1).
# of such vectors
(ii) Those vectors which have three nonzero components and the nonzero components could be 1, −1, 2, −2 such that the sum of Lee weights of the three nonzero components is 4.
(iii) Those vectors which have two nonzero components and the nonzero components could be either 2 or −2.
Therefore,
# of error vectors of Lee weight 4 over
Thus,
Total number of error vectors of Lee weight 4 or less including the vector of all zeros over Z 5
Also, # of available cosets = 5 n−k .
In order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less over Z 5 , the code must satisfy
Consider the inequality in Eq. (11) with equality viz.
The only integral solution of Eq. (12) is n = 1, k = 0 (⇒ n − k = 1) which is not permissible as n 4 and k > 0. So we conclude that there does not exist a perfect code over Z 5 correcting all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less. Now, we obtain the bound on the number of parity check digits for an (n, k) linear code over Z 7 correcting errors of Lee weight 4 or less.
Theorem 6. An (n, k) linear code over Z 7 that corrects all errors of Lee weight 4 or less must satisfy
Therefore, # of error vector of Lee weight 4 over Z 7
Total number of error vectors of Lee weight 4 or less including the vector of all zeros over
Also, # of available cosets = 7 n−k .
In order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less over Z 7 , the code must satisfy
Consider the preceding inequality with equality viz.
Eq. (14) has no positive integral solution for n and k and therefore, we conclude that there does not exist a perfect code over Z 7 correcting all patterns of Lee weight 4 or less. Finally, we obtain the bound on the number of parity check digits for an (n, k) linear codes over Z q (q 11, a prime) that corrects all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less. 
Proof. # of error vector of Lee weight 1, 2, 3 and 4 over Z q (q 11, a prime) are same as that over Z 7 except that we have one more type of error vectors of Lee weight 4 and that type is: "Those vectors which have only one nonzero component and that nonzero component could be either 4 or −4".
# of such vectors
Therefore, # of error vectors of Lee weight 4 over Z q (q 11, a prime)
Thus, Total # of error vectors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 11, a prime)
Also, # of available cosets = q n−k (q 11, a prime).
In order to correct all error patterns of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 11, a prime), the code must satisfy
Consider the preceeding inequality with equality viz.
3(q n−k − 1) = 2n(n 3 + 2n 2 + 5n + 4).
We now examine the solutions of Eq. (16) 97 . We further raise a conjecture that there does not exist a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime).
Conclusion
We have investigated the existence/nonexistence of perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1, errors of Lee weight 2 or less, errors of Lee weight 3 or less and errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime).
We have been able to obtain perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 1 over Z 5 and perfect codes correcting errors of Lee weight 2 or less over Z 13 . Corresponding to Lee weight 3 or less and Lee weight 4 or less, we have shown that there does not exist a perfect code over Z q (5 q 97, a prime). We conjecture that there does not exist a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight 3 or less and errors of Lee weight 4 or less over Z q (q 5, a prime) respectively.
We further raise a question:
Question. Does there not exist a perfect code correcting errors of Lee weight t or less (t 3) over Z q (q 5, a prime)?
